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Dark souls backstab tips

in: Dark Souls: Gameplay Mechanics, Dark Souls: Gameplay Edit Comments Share Backstabs are a critical and mechanical form of gameplay attack in Dark Souls, Dark Souls II and Dark Souls III. General information[editing | editing source] Players can perform a stab on the back if they position themselves behind a humanoid enemy
and can make a light attack with the shield down. Enemies must be on about the same level surface as the player. Backstabs can be performed with almost every type of weapon, although there are exceptions (see below). Backstabs do great damage based on damage to the weapon and its critical rate. Unable to interrupt backstabs.
While moving backstabbing, both the perpetrator and the victim are awarded frames invincibility and cannot take additional damage, except for the damage-over-time effects, would be being poisoned, under toxic effects, or while using Power within. An exception to invincibility frames is Dark Souls II, where you can incur damage during a
back stabbing, although the damage is reduced. Most humanoid enemies can be behind their backs. Most enemies that can be parried and riposted can also be backstabbed. Some non-humanoid enemies, such as Fang Boar of Undead Parish (but not those of Anor Londo), may also be stabbed in the back, but in general, non-humanoid
enemies are impossible to stab. Two players or monsters may stab a single target in the back at the same time (each dealing standard stab damage). This requires precise synchronization and positioning, however. The difference between games[edit | edit source] The difference is very easy, although most players report that
backstabbing seems harder in Dark Souls II. It feels like the backstab window is a little narrow in the second game. Also, for safer backstabbing in Dark Souls it is usually better to move a little towards the right shoulder of the enemy, and in Dark Souls II towards their left shoulder. Dark Souls III seems to almost mirror Dark Souls. It is
much easier to backstab in the first game as you can be backstabed even while rolling and in the second game you might roll away to avoid it. Enemies[edit | edit source] When an enemy page displays information about the stab in the back (stab on the back, under Features), this refers to the possibility that the enemy may or may not be
stabbed in the back. Information about the enemy's ability to perform backstabs will be listed under Skills and is also shown here: Weapons[edit | edit source] The following is a list of weapons that cannot backstab. Bows Crossbows Catalysts Talismans Pyromaniac Flames Whips * Shields * Whips can only backstab, and riposte, in Dark
Souls II. Gallery[edit | edit Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. DARK SOULS™ III &gt; General Discussions &gt; Details Topic Backstabbing Tips So I need a little advice on how to backstab in this game. 1) Is it possible with any melee weapon? It seems that when I was using the dagger, but so I
switched to the rapier it seems impossible to backstab anyone.2) Do I have to stand still or i can backstab while moving on them from behind?3) behind should I be? Is it strictly 180 degrees behind? Also, is it possible to somehow recover estus from fallen enemies? I don't think so, but I've seen some strange animations a few times. Note:
This is only to be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) posts. Dark Souls Remastered has arrived on the Nintendo Switch and there is a lot to learn. Especially if you've never played it before. (and, in all honesty, even if you do.) Things would be Humanity and Hollowing take some explanations
and fighting, while simple to understand, has some very specific quirks that can really change things up if you master them. So get ready and get ready, because we have a lot to cover. Choosing the starting class doesn't limit or define you. The variation in the initial statistics is not so significant, so if you decide an hour in the game you
don't want to be a wizard, simply stop increasing your intelligence state. However, for beginners Pyromancer is a good start due to the use of remote attacks. The knight is also good for fighting, although a little slow, they are very good at blocking. Whatever you use high faith, intelligence, power and dexterity are good to start with until you
get a feel for what you like. What matters is the starting equipment of the classes, which you should check carefully. The starting gift is also crucial. If you don't choose the Thief class (which starts with the Master Key in hand), we recommend that you choose the Master Key as a gift. This opens up shortcuts early and can save you the
hassle of having to hunt down certain keys. Any other gift can be obtained another way at some point in the game, so if you are a thief, choose Black Firebombs (for use on the first boss). The character's name and appearance is permanent, so be sure to tweak and tweak and tweak until they are satisfied. Even in subsequent
playthroughs, you cannot change these parameters. Dark Souls Remastered Battle TipsMovesets: Always test a new weapon before heading into battle. RB is the standard attack, RT is the powerful attack, and pressing repeatedly will either usually lead into a combo. Exact movements can vary wildly depending on the weapon you are
holding and, further, if you press Y to hold the gun with both hands. Also, be sure to try to attack with both buttons after a roll or after sprinting. For certain special weapons and shields, pressing RT or LT launches a special attack, unlike a standard heavy swing. For example, if you hold the Drake sword in both hands and press RT, you
will send a vertical shock wave. These movements can be very useful, but they almost always seriously degrade the integrity of Item. Visit a blacksmith to repair broken weapons. Backstabs: Backstabs are high-damage attacks that are achieved by pressing RB when they are close and directly behind an enemy. This triggers a special
animation and always leads to a knockdown. In most cases, only humanoid enemies can be stabbed (for example, you can't put a rat or dragon behind). Circling around the left side of an opponent and backstabbing them should be the main means of hiring enemies who seem too strong to attack their heads on. Parry and Ripostes:
Pressing LT with the most shields or weapons equipped in your left hand will challenge your character to perform a parry movement. If the parry just before the enemy makes contact with you, the shot will be deflected exact animation and the timing varies wildly depending on what is equipped, so be sure to practice every time there is a
change of equipment. Not all shields and parry weapons (eg, greatshields do not), and not all enemy movements can be parried. Pressing RB immediately after a parry usually leads to a fightback. As a backstab, a successful riposte will trigger a special animation and lead to great damage and a knockdown. Parrying and riposting can be
extremely difficult, but it is sometimes the only way to victory. If you are going to do any PVP battles, learn these moves. Kicks: If you press forward and RB at the same time, your character will perform a quick forward shot (a small number of weapons do not allow this movement). This serves as a means to beat away an enemy shield, or
stunning/pushing an enemy back. In many cases, drawing your opponent near a rock and hitting them from the edge will equal the instant victory. Human Form, Hollow Shape, and HumanityHollow: You will start the empty game. Whenever you die, you'll breathe at the last campfire you rested on like a void. You are not weak in this state,
but there are several restrictions and disadvantages. In order to reverse the hollow (become human), consume at least one humanity, the rest to a campfire, and choose the inverse hollowing option. This will reduce the number of humanity by one and will return you to human form. Human: In human form, you can interact directly with
other players in the online community. This includes invoking allies (even offline NPCs), invading or invading. (You can be called as a void, however.) Resistance to curses and the discovery of elements are increased when you are in human form and you grow further as you raise the number of humanity, although these values cease to
increase once the number of humanity passes 10. Also, you can only light campfires (stimulate estus flask exit count), while in human form. Humanity are consumable objects abandoned by enemies, found in the environment, bought from traders or obtained automatically (in special cases). They may remain in your inventory indefinitely,
but once you consume the number of humanity increases and the item is permanently removed from the inventory. Like your soul number, the number of mankind drops to zero if you're killed. You can regain your humanity and souls by finding your blood stain, assuming you never die again before you do so. Boss Battles (Solo vs.
Team)At certain points in the game you can summon NPCs offline. Almost any boss's struggle can be made significantly easier by touching a sign of invocation (usually found in front of fog doors) left by an online player. These summoned ghosts have nothing to lose during your personal boss fights, and will likely bear the brunt of the
damage while choosing and choosing the moments to attack. If you're having trouble with a boss, we recommend using invocation signs, which are quite common if you're playing while connected to the internet. Remember: you must be in human form to summon allies. Reviews: 0User Lists: 0I can't for the life of me get backstab
animation to pull out. I sneak up behind enemies and have tried R1 or R2 and I don't get animation to shoot off a backstab. I've also tried circling enemies and doing it and despite being directly behind it doesn't work. I was watching epicNameBros Youtube channel and watching him play it gets on a backstab almost every time. Dunno
what I'm doing wrong.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 13I'm not really sure. In the first 2 hours I couldn't do this at all, then just clicked. I do it every time. He's just practicing? PS. I think the location of the right hand should be behind them.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 3You need to line up directly behind the enemy and be close
enough before you trigger.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 15Been having similar problems, despite the fact that almost-mastered it in Demon's Souls. Probably just getting back in the groove and all. Thanks for the suggestions so far.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 15Position is specific, so it's kind of difficult. I've done it a few times,
but I can't do it constantly. Looks like I'm better at Parry and Riposte, but you know, it's about making what's more comfortable for you. Also epicnamebro seems to have the best videos out there for this game. I haven't found anyone else yet with better information when trying to find out details about certain things. Except maybe forums
here on the giantbomb. Every other video I found were players who were worse at the game, then my haha9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 1Key is to make sure that your gun is directly behind them, not you.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 1Also, shield must be down.9 years ago Reviews: 0Utilider Lists: 1Face a Thief and play
through the first few areas if you want some good practice. It's a very specific position to be standing in, but once you've got it you'll be able to do it all the time.9 years ago Reviews: 1User Lists: 5 Reviews: 4User Lists: Lists: Edited by SuperfluesmonikerI find helps to have analog neutral stick before hitting R1. Get right behind them, let go
of the stick and hit R1. I can do this quite consistently, depends on the enemy though.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 2@DonChipotle said: Also the shield must be down. Very much so much this. I've been snunting back stab for the longest time because I kept with my shield up. That said, the amount of room you are given for back
stabbings seem much less than before in the Demon's Souls. 9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 4I find easy, all I do is keep my sheild down my loot circle and hold up and press RB (R1). It works almost every time if you press up and RB at the same time you kick, so hold on before you press RB.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 3
Reviews: 0User Lists: 0Despite what some people say, is not necessarily right behind an enemy. Sometimes you're more successful if you're right and behind. Or after having the attack, you have to be left and behind.9 years ago Reviews: 40User Lists: 15I had better luck when I push forward on analog and hold down the attack button. I
think it's just a weak game design there's no secret to it. Sometimes it works when I'm slightly to the right? I still have trouble doing the kick constantly. Although I found a way to switch targeted enemies without problems – always flicking analog switches targets instead if you move. If I just flick the stick always works, so there is a tip for
you.9 years ago Comments: 0User Lists: 2@Turambar said: @DonChipotle said: Also the shield must be down. Very much so much this. yes, I had trouble with it when I had my shield continually held up. After that I've got a lot more, and I also am not always right behind the enemy when I have an off.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists:
1Been having trouble with this as well. I've never had a problem in Demons Souls. Anyone know if there's a way to sprint, too? Saw some vids of guys running fast while using their stamina, but I cant figure it out for the life of me.9 years ago Comments: 0User Lists: 1@handlas: Hold the circle, or any button is roll if you're on 360. You can
jump by pressing the roll while you're sprinting as well.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 3 Comments: 0User Lists: 4A side note, does anyone have any advice on how to shoot kicks more often? I tried hitting forward and R1 at the same time, or with a slight delay between, but can not do regularly.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists:
1@MentalDisruption: Great, thanks man. That'll help me in a few areas... Like avoiding those water projectiles from that big snake thing in the lake. Huh... maybe I'm stupid or maybe this isn't common knowledge, but you can jump as well. Sprint and then hit O or B while sprint and your guy will jump into a roll. No clue, so now those areas
where you see an edge in the distance you think you can't get to it makes sense now... cuz jump at it. Der.9 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 2@Turambar said: @DonChipotle said: Also, the shield must be down. Very much so much this. I've been snunting back stab for the longest time because I kept with my shield up. That said, the
amount of room you are given for back stabbings seem much less than before in the Demon's Souls. It's definitely much more accurate, almost frustrating this. Than again, I met a couple of bugs already so i just assumed it was one of them.9 years ago Reviews: 4User Lists: 4 User Reviews: 9User Lists: 18This thread really helped me
out!9 years ago Reviews: 1User Lists: 1 Having a lot of problems with back stabbings, and I've pretty much tried everything in this thread. Im trying to kill Havel, and backstabbing seems to be the only way to do it at the level Im at. Perhaps a more consistent strategy was found from this last thread post?6 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists:
0@naru_joe93 said: Having a lot of problems with back stabbings, and I pretty much tried everything in this thread. Im trying to kill Havel, and backstabbing seems to be the only way to do it at the level Im at. Perhaps a more consistent strategy has been found because this threads last post?@chopsaid:The key is to make sure that your
gun is directly behind them, not you. That's the only correct answer, which is kind of shocking - hasn't anyone else caught it? You have to position your weapon in the middle of the enemy's back, which will lead to backstabbing 100% of the time. This means that your character will be positioned somewhat at the side of the enemy, not
directly behind them.6 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists: 2 Backstabs are just about knowing the spot more or less, you get used to it over time. Also take note that, regardless of the enemy's current movement their back remains in the same location on the hitbox, so, for example, BKGA Dark Knight has an attack that puts his torso all the
way forward, but his back on the backstabbing is still on his back heel on the other side of the NPC.6 years ago Reviews: 1User Lists: 1@naru_joe93 said: Having a lot of problems with back stabs, and I've pretty much tried everything in this thread. Im trying to kill Havel, and backstabbing seems to be the only way to do it at the level Im
at. Perhaps a more consistent strategy has been found because this threads last post?@chopsaid:The key is to make sure that your gun is directly behind them, not you. That's the only correct answer, which is kind of shocking - hasn't anyone else caught it? You need to position yourself in the middle of the enemy's back, which will lead
to backstabbing 100% of the time. This means that your character will be positioned somewhat on the side of the enemy, not directly behind them. That was the hardest strategy for me to pull out when trying, so I think it's the right one. Now I have to. To. get behind enemies constantly. Even when they attack, ican't position myself
properly. 6 years ago Reviews: 0Utilider Lists: 6 Also ranges from enemy type to enemy type. Some game enemies in the middle and end of the year have a narrower window on the back. You'll have to feel it to feel comfortable with it. It works, but like everything else in the game, it is particularly specific.6 years ago Reviews: 0User Lists:
0@naru_joe93: I have not seen anyone mention the real tricks the game uses. If you're trying to line up a back shot, you might miss the shot. For some reason, you need to push up on the left stick (assuming you're stuck on) while behind them. If you don't hold up it probably won't land. I think it can work because it tells the game engine
that you've finished strafing and makes the attack window clear. Also important: a backstab window doesn't actually move or rotate until an enemy finishes their pivot or rotation. In other words, if an enemy is turning to try to confront you and you're circling them, you want to target their back spot was, not where it is currently... if they have
not completed their pivot. You'll notice all the enemies doing a little funny wobble if they just turn a little at a time; that's the pivot or turn, I mean. Source: I played dick-loads of Dark Souls. It works like a charm. Aside from these tips, the best I can say is to practice. After a while, you'll just get a feel for it.* Bonus* If you parry an enemy and
want to do more damage, you can switch to two hands, but you probably won't connect the fightback unless you wait half a second after switching to two hands. Immediately almost always just attacks as usual; You need to wait a fraction of a second until your character switching animation completes.6 years ago Reviews: 1User Lists: 14
#31 Edited by TheManWithNoPlanJust keep practicing I think. I finally learned to do it. There is however a tight window for you to catch animation. You have to be close enough to the enemy for it to trigger.6 years ago Reviews: 54User Lists: 2You can co-op with others for practice as well. It's easier to line up a backstab (and get a feel for
where your back is) when someone else is distracting the enemy.6 years ago
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